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Altman Siegel presents We can decide, a solo exhibition of new works by Zarouhie Abdalian. The exhibition 
centers around a sound installation, threnody for the unwilling martyrs, which sees Abdalian return to the use of 
bells as a basis for sound sculpture.  
 
Throughout We can decide, a state of suspension pervades the space of the gallery and threnody for the unwilling 
martyrs is its emblem. Set just slightly in motion, five brass signaling bells sound out their indeterminate 
status, both and alternately signifying and hailing, marking and calling, meaning and doing. In recognition of 
the mass murder Abdalian asks us to lay at the feet of the U.S. government, it may be read as a memorial 
and an incitation.   
 
Elsewhere in the gallery, two large sculptures impose themselves as nameless witnessing 
objects to the present conjuncture. Emptied of its cargo, a 2,500 lbs. bulk bag gapes. Nearby, the torso of an 
internal combustion engine stands as tribute to social labor and Promethean will. Suspended from the 
ceiling, a light sculpture counts out the indeterminate intervals between events, registered as flashes of 
brilliant energy.  
 
A poem—the exhibition’s namesake—is printed as a takeaway. The text is derived from a 2019 piece 
titled Rhymes and Reckonings (for Sverdlovsk and Yekaterinburg) made with collaborator Joseph Rosenzweig. The 
body of the text records in irregular couplets the social character of commodity production—that is, the real 
world from which the “readymade” objects of the exhibition are plucked. Abdalian’s interest is not so much 
in what any given object represents but what of its history can be clarified at the utopian (no place) site of 
the gallery. History is decided, the poem contends. It can be read as a memorial and an incitation. 



    
 

 

 

Zarouhie Abdalian (b.1982, New Orleans) lives and works in New Orleans, LA. Solo exhibitions include 
Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, LA; LAXART, Los Angeles, CA; The Museum of Contemporary 
Art Cleveland, OH; and the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Berkeley, CA. Abdalian has 
exhibited her work in numerous international contexts including the 5th Ural Industrial Biennial, 
Ekaterinburg, Russia; Secession, Vienna, Austria; Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco; 
2017 Whitney Biennial, New York; MOSTYN, Wales; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San 
Francisco; Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, North Adams; Prospect.3 Biennial, New Orleans; 
the 8th Berlin Biennale; 9th Shanghai Biennale; CAFAM Biennale, Beijing; and the 12th Istanbul Biennial.  
 
 

For more information, please contact Altman Siegel at info@altmansiegel.com. 
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The artists in the exhibition Cascadence span generations and working methods and yet are joined by an 
economy of gesture. These works offer an open line, traversing the capacity of objects as placeholders for 
the self. Channeling a sentience of the physical and social conditions that inform one’s production, these 
works are affected by a multitude of subtexts. Through abstraction and transference, experience is attributed 
beyond what can appear, be named or extended. As a whole, the exhibition aims at an awareness of 
encounter, creating a third condition that is co-authored through the always shifting and contingent 
positions of viewership. Using the atmospheric qualities of space, translation, light, and commonplace 
objects and sounds, these pieces evidence an artwork’s vital and self-possessed nature. 
 
Emerging during the mid-80’s in his native Washington D.C., Terry Adkins' interdisciplinary history and use 
of reduced, abstracted forms complicate the impulse to settle on a singular, deterministic view of his artistic 
outcomes. His poetic reframing of found objects as ‘potential disclosures’ proposes a revaluing of objects as 
storied throughways of information. Viewed in the gallery is Tambour (2013), a presence rendering sound as 
silent. Hear, a witness of gravity’s impulse. 
 
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha's work continues to gain significance since her tragic death at the age of 31. In her 
work is a searching for voice, language, and meaning - and the lived experience and connection between 
them. Presented in the exhibition solely as text, Monologue was given as a performance in 1977 on KPFA 
radio in Berkeley. In addition are selections of stills from the film and video projection Exilee (1980).   
 
John T. Gast is the pen name for an enigmatic UK-based musician. Contributing here, through a proposal 
of the organizers, is a mix titled Invocations II, released in 2014. It was originally made for the now-defunct 
mix site and label Blowing Up The Workshop as a free, streaming and downloadable mp3 file. Listed initially as 
a "1/1 edition" on cassette, it was then self-released as a limited vinyl lp. The original tapes of the mix have 
been sent from London as a physical reference for the audio, available to stream online via Soundcloud.  
 
Described as a non-position between decay and regrowth, New Jersey-based artist Brandon Ndife’s 
sculptural works address the subjective nature of lived experience through detritus and symbolism. 
Activating commonplace, found, and inherited materials to question the limits and possible lives of objects, 



    
 

 

Ndife recasts living forms. Concerning entropy, both Nantucket and Nightshade Sidetable (both 2021) propose 
an oscillation between an aesthetic of evacuation and a process of becoming. 
 
 
Invocations II by John T. Gast can be listened to via https://soundcloud.com/blowinguptheworkshop/gast 
 
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s work appears with the generous support of the University of California, Berkeley 
Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive 
 
 
 
For more information please contact info@altmansiegel.com or 415-576-9300. 
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